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1.

Introduction

This document is produced by partners in the openMOS consortium with the aim of developing
SoC/FPGA service wrappers and the Skill Executor, to allow low-level embedded control
functionality to be called and parametrized via the Manufacturing Service Bus (MSB) of the
openMOS system architecture.
The following is an extract from the openMOS description of work that states the objectives of
the task that includes the production of this deliverable
“Task 2.4: Embedded Skill Executor and Self-Adaptation Core [Fortiss, M4-M21]
Involved partners: Fortiss, IntroSys, Elrest, Lboro, LiU, Masmec
This task will focus on developing SoC/FPGA service wrappers and the Skill Executor, to allow low
level embedded control functionality to be called and configured via the service bus of the
openMOS system architecture. CODESYS will be used as base platform for the Skill Executor
implementation as it is a widely used platform for soft-PLC development. The intention is to keep
the same basic interface to define the control behaviour of individual skills. This capability will
be extended by allowing dynamic refinement of interlocking between components through event
and control flow reconfiguration. Also, each device will have its own embedded extended selfawareness capabilities. Self-awareness will be based on an extended range of sensors such as
energy meters, temperature senses, etc. which will be linked to model learning algorithm to
continuously improve the known models of the device state. This information together with
critical events will be communicated up to the cyber-physical agent system via a service bus.
In order to achieve this, this task will address the following points:
- Create the FPGA implementation of the hardware design created in Task 2.2

Specification the required number of soft-cores

Implementation of algorithms

Implementation of required interfaces
- Firmware development for CODESYS V3 platform on ARM9

Development of functional skill libraries

Interface of CODESYS libraries to FPGA functionality

Link of skill-based devices with CODESYS V3
- Structure for self-awareness based on data sampling and machine learning

Based on the task description and the project timeline the intermediate internal report was
documented and released in month 12 in written form and summarized internal progress made
by the consortium member.
Here we summarize all the hardware and software development activities that were done to
fulfil T2.4. The rest of the report is structured as follows. We first summarize the technical
ingredients for realizing T2.4 in Section 2. Subsequently in Section 3, we summarize the
hardware developments done. Section 4 describes the software development for two possible
solutions realizing a skill executor – based on CODESYS1 and 4diac2. Section 5 outlines the
outcomes and future work.

1
2

https://www.codesys.com/
https://www.eclipse.org/4diac/en_ide.php
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2.

Ingredients for realizing T2.4

Based on the system architecture described in deliverable D3.1 [1] and D2.1 [2], the embedded
skill executor is essentially the component that (1) connects to the underlying machine and (2)
interfaces with device adapters [3] offering a general wrapper allowing execution of the device’s
skills via OPC UA.
Notice that from an architectural perspective, constraints such as having an implementation in
FPGA is only reflected in the deployment view, as FPGAs are essentially domain-specific
computing devices.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show two possible deployment variations and the corresponding

technology stacks, where the former is a potential realization under resource-constrained
devices (such as intelligent components) with 3 different paths, and the latter is a potential
realization under x86 systems.

Figure 1 - Skill executor on resource-constrained devices
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Figure 2 – Skill executor on devices having moderate computing power





From these architectures we could note the following points:
The deployment on resource-constrained devices is designed to be integrated into
mechatronic devices such as linear effectuators. E.g., consortium partners Elrest and Afag
are utilizing the MAX 10 FPGA as the underlying computing platform for interfacing with
connected devices. Currently FPGA design vendors, such as Altera (now part of Intel),
provide complete solutions from selecting the underlying computing cores (e.g., Nios II CPU
– slow version is freely available from Altera) to the complete software build tool (Nios II
Software Build Tools for Eclipse).
o Even under the same hardware and software building platform, the underlying
software can still vary. E.g., one can use software such as CODESYS runtime which
includes an OPC UA stack, but such a runtime requires a licensing fee for every
device being deployed. Apart from that it is also possible to use free operating
systems such as eCos to reduce cost concerns, where on top of the eCos, one
implants software to enable OPC UA related functionalities.
The deployment on devices with moderate computing power, on the other hand, can be
used for machines with larger computing capabilities. The deployment of such a system is
relatively easy, as the baseline is to have Linux as an operating system. On top of it, opensource technology stacks such as Eclipse Milo (OPC UA implementation in Java) can be
added. Alternatively, one can also use open62541 (OPC UA implementation in C) as the
underlying communication stack, to implement application software for realizing skill
executors. There are also commercial OPC UA stacks which can be used to communicate
with other OPC UA instances. Within the openMOS project we focus on the usage of open
source software since it is one of the main goals of openMOS to provide all the implemented
applications and libraries as open source.
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3.

Hardware developments

The FPGA-based controllers were developed in Task 2.2 [4]. In this chapter we summarize the
activities related to hardware and OS support mainly focusing on resource-constrained devices.
Preparation of the FPGA image with soft cores and eCos real
time OS
3.1.

The FPGA image is necessary to start developing or porting software code based on C/C++. The
Eclipse-based integrated development environment (IDE) is integrated into the FPGA
development tool Intel Quartus Software3. The C/C++ based code runs on one or many softcores of NIOS II processor, which are integrated into the FPGA. How many of the soft-core
processors suit an FPGA device depend on the number of available logic elements and the size
of the logic elements used for the application based on the VHDL implementation. In the current
design two soft-cores are used, one including the Profinet implementation from Softing,
delivered in form of a compiled binary code. A second NIOS II processor is free to be used for
user applications. The overall application architecture is shown in Figure 3. Porting of the
described soft-core architecture has been done in cooperation between Softing, Elrest, Afag and
the support from Altera. We use the eCos real time operating system because on the one hand
it belongs to the standard products delivered by Softing, and on the other hand it brings some
advantages for the implementation of user applications. Advantages are, among others:





file system,
real time support,
open source project,
multithreading

These features are missing in the native Altera HAL solution. To speed up the software
development process and provide a hardware platform in an early stage of the project, an
evaluation board called HyperMAX4 has been developed by the company devboards, which from
the hardware perspective is the same hardware as the final FPGA being developed in Task 2.2.
However, the former could be developed without constraints in PCB space and without
adaptation to final mechanics.

3
4

https://dl.altera.com/
https://www.devboards.de/en/home/products/product-details/article/hypermax/
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Figure 3 – Overall NIOS II application architecture
3.2.

Motion IP core

Drive control is an important feature, which can be also integrated into the openMOS hardware.
The developed FPGA hardware includes all necessary electronics to drive and control individual
components. Motion IP is a secured FPGA IP library delivered by Elrest. The integration of this
IP is mostly done within FPGA, and only the configuration of the necessary parameters is done
via the application, which is running on the application processor, the same processor, which is
used for configuration of the field busses and user application. Motion core IP requires 20K logic
elements and for the moment it looks like this IP suits the MAX10 device. To achieve a reduction
of the logic elements in total, it was necessary to reduce the number for the field bus IP from
Softing, which requires about 40K logic elements.
3.3.

Low-level communication stack

Elrest, Afag and Softing have successfully implemented the Profinet Device (PN-Device) stack on
FPGA using the Softing IP. The PN-Device has been tested against the Profinet Controller
provided by 3S in a CODESYS IDE. The mixed solution of 3S and Softing stack for Controller
(Master) and Device (Slave) will be used for communication between devices. 3S does not
provide the PN-Device solution yet, however the development is in progress and could be
considered in the future if required. Preliminary tests of the alpha-version of 3S PN-Device stack
could not achieve a stable running system.
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4.

Skill Executor as Application Software

4.1.

General Information

The device adapter concept allows a device to be seamlessly plugged into the openMOS
production system. The device adapter wraps the device functionality and offers it as a service
(skill), hiding away the low-level process capability implementation [3]. A skill executor, in
return, connected to the device adapter defines the underlying logic of the low-level device. To
control the low-level execution a device adapter instantiates an OPC UA client that
communicates with the low-level device, being controlled by the adapter, and converts each
skill call into the low-level device logic, which can be programmed using any programming
language, e.g. IEC 61131 or IEC 61499.
A skill executor should allow the device adapter to access the device functionality via OPC UA
method calls and implement the underlying logic to execute the skill.
On devices with sufficient computing power, for the OPC UA support we are using Eclipse Milo
which requires Java as its running platform. Therefore an additional Java Virtual Machine has to
be running on such devices. It is also possible to use other OPC UA implementations for X86
devices, e.g., open62541 for C/C++ or commercial stacks.
For the evaluation of concept on resource-constrained devices we are using the Altera MAX10
FPGA board, as from the hardware point of view this development board is the same as the
hardware developed in the openMOS project in Task 2.2. Implementing the Skill executor on
such devices requires more effort, which can be reduced by an operating system running on the
target system. The porting of the eCos operating system onto the Altera MAX10, on which
different C/C++ applications can be deployed, allows the running of a skill executor on top of the
existing operating system. We present here three alternatives for running a skill executor that
are shown in Figure 1:




Porting OPC UA stack on the evaluation board and realize a skill in a respective method
callback.
Porting OPC UA and 4diac runtime environment on the evaluation board and realize a
skill as an IEC 61499 function block [5].
Porting CODESYS runtime on the development board, integrate OPC UA stack into it,
and realize a skill as an IEC 61131 application.

However, to implement that, the CODESYS runtime should be ported on the developed board,
which requires an extra effort and a CODESYS runtime license.
4.2.

Realizing the skill executor as application software

We report our efforts in implementing the embedded skill executor. A skill executor provides a
generic interface to access the underlying device skill via wrapping the low-level implementation
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of the device functionality into OPC UA methods. It exposes the information about its current
state using a simple state machine containing three states (Ready, Running, Error) and notifies
the device adapter about any changes in runtime.
To summarize, a skill executor connecting to a MSB (directly or via a device adapter) based on
OPC UA is already available as a research prototype (running over x86 systems as well as on MAX
10 development boards), stored in the private Git repository hosted by fortiss 5.
As the skill executor requires a communication to a MSB controller, we unavoidably need to
implement a highly simplified MSB controller. In the following, we summarize implemented
features and the corresponding interplay between the implemented software. For x86 devices
the implementation is done in open62541, an open source C-based OPC UA implementation,
and Eclipse Milo, Java-based OPC UA client/server implementation for any JVM-based project.
For MAX10 evaluation board skill executor we use the open62541 stack cross-compiled for the
eCos architecture, since Eclipse Milo cannot be easily cross-compiled for the eCos architecture.
The next section describes additional steps which were necessary to get open62541 compiled
on eCos.
4.2.1. Extension to the open source OPC UA stacks

Open source OPC UA stacks such as Eclipse Milo and open62541 only implement a subset of
service sets, especially the discovery service set is only implemented in a basic way not
supporting all the required features. Unfortunately, this missing set of services are crucial for
realizing plug-and-produce feature as suggested in the project deliverable D3.1. The discovery
service set is required for finding other running OPC UA instances on the network and for
managing the currently available devices within the network. fortiss contributed to the
open62541 project by implementing the discovery services based on mDNS according to the
OPC UA specification. This implementation is already integrated into the master branch and the
current release 0.3. Additionally, fortiss implemented the discovery service set in Eclipse Milo
and tested the two implementations with different setups [5].
The open62541 stack has a high focus on resource-limited devices and allows fine-tuning of the
compilation so that the final binary fits onto small microchips. To also adapt the stack to support
the eCos system architecture, fortiss modified the basic structure of open62541 to support
different architectures, which now allows easy switching between different architecture
implementations. These changes are currently in a publicly available pull request and will be
merged for the next release of open625416. See also Section 4.4.1.
Additionally, the openMOS consortium has fixed many software bugs found during testing; our
proposed bug-fixes are already integrated into the main branch of open62541 and Eclipse Milo
on GitHub.

5
6

https://git.fortiss.org/openmos
https://github.com/open62541/open62541/pull/1595
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4.2.2. Phase 1: Discovery

Recall that the discovery phase refers to the process starting from physical insertion of devices
until the stage where the connected machine/device is ready to be configured for specific
production tasks. A more detailed description can be found in [5].
Discovery and IP assignment
Whenever the device is plugged into the network, it will get assigned an IP address through
DHCP. This avoids any static IP addresses within the device’s configuration, since different
shopfloors may have different IP network settings. After the IP assignment, the device uses OPC
UA’s discovery services to find the Local Discovery Server with Multicast Extension (LDS-ME)7.
In our setup this LDS-ME is at the same time the managing server for this device. In the simplest
case it is also the MSB. It would also be possible to preconfigure the device to use a specific IP
address, but this step can be omitted due to automatic discovery. After the LDS-ME server is
discovered, the device registers itself with the server using the RegisterServer2 (or
RegisterServer) method as defined in [6], which also announces the newly registered device to
all other devices already present in the network. The device can then query the LDS-ME server
for any other servers on the network by calling FindServersOnNetwork [5]. This allows a
hierarchical setup of devices grouped as Workstations as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Discovery process with multiple levels of hierarchy. The Manufacturing Service Bus controls
Workstations which in return control Devices. (1) The server detects the LDS-ME Server through
multicast and registers itself with the LDS. (2) The LDS-ME Server creates a new client to communicate
with the OPC UA Server. (3) The Client calls the configuration method on the Server and controls its
actions.

7

https://opcfoundation.github.io/UA-LDS/
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4.2.3. Phase 2: Machine Configuration

The goal of this phase is for the machine / device being inserted to be able to configure itself,
such that it can perform product-specific production tasks. Overall, it is a process that transforms
a product specification into a machine configuration.
Enable layered communication
Recall in deliverable D3.1 (MSB system architecture) [1], where the layered architecture among
machines and devices is again communicated via the manufacturing service bus. As shown in
Figure 5, to realize such a system, it means that the machine, which is logically located above
the device in the architecture hierarchy, needs to create an OPC UA client, in order to establish
the connection successfully.

Figure 5 - Implementing a layered connection
The machine configuration mechanism, shown in Figure 5, was implemented as follows:




Once the device is inserted, the MSB notifies the machine about its presence, where the
credentials of the device are also passed to the machine via a remote procedure call
ConfigureDevice() from the client implementation of the MSB controller.
o Therefore, our prototypical MSB implementation is not a pure OPC UA server,
but it also contains OPC UA clients, in order to make the connection to the
underlying machine possible.
The machine creates a “skill-type” object in its address space, which is linked to an OPC
UA client used to connect to the OPC UA server located on the device.
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o



The skill-type is defined once and reused for representing each skill which can
be triggered remotely. It also contains basic mechanisms such as obtaining the
status of the underlying skill.
The device (which implements a skill) has an OPC UA function InvokeSkill(), which allows
to be remotely called from an OPC UA client. Therefore, as the OPC UA client owns the
credential, it can trigger the skill of the underlying device. Parameters for the skills can
be passed as method parameters.

4.2.4. Phase 3: Triggering the skill, monitoring the health status

Skill triggering
Currently most control applications are based on the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) 61131 standard. It was developed for centralized systems, which is reflected by its language
structure, cyclic execution schema and the support of global variables [7]. The CODESYS
Development System is the market-leading IEC 61131-3 software platform for the automation
of serial and customized machines independent of the product category. A skill can be modelled
in CODESYS using one of the five programming languages defined in the IEC 61131-3.
The IEC 61499 standard [7], published in 2005, has been developed for distributed architectures.
Alternatively to IEC 61131, where an application is executed cyclically, IEC 61499 introduces a
concept of events to explicitly define the execution logic of a distributed system. Moreover, IEC
61499 function blocks can be reused on any platform, thus offering more flexibility compared to
IEC 61131. Its flexibility, reconfigurability and reusability makes IEC 61499 a target technology
to handle Industry 4.0 automation systems. The 4diac integrated development environment
(4diac-IDE) is an open-source extensible, IEC 61499 compliant engineering environment for
distributed control applications. We extended 4diac OPC-UA functionality to fulfil openMOS
requirements and 4diac-IDE to program the skill functionality.
Monitoring the health status
To monitor the health status we use currently two methods:
1. To observe the real-time status, device adapters listen to value change from the
underlying connected devices, via OPC UA subscription method. Therefore, the health
status can be precisely monitored, provided that the underlying machine exposes its
health status. Currently, it is assumed that all skill-devices should expose such
information in its data model.
2. Under OPC UA specification, an OPC UA server should register itself to the discovery
server “periodically”. A discovery server will unregister an OPC UA server if the UA server
does not call RegisterServer() within 60 minutes. As the MSB is an extension of the OPC
UA server, one can utilize this feature to know if the device is alive or not. This
information is very imprecise. However, it can be used as a back-up monitoring
mechanism apart from the monitoring that appears on the skill object.
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To be able to detect a non-available device even faster we implemented an additional heartbeat
concept, especially for the cases where the physical network connection is interrupted or the
device is not responding anymore. Since TCP is a connection based protocol, which automatically
tries to redeliver packages for up to two minutes, it is not suitable to detect a downtime within
seconds. Fast detection of downtime is crucial for some applications since the whole process
needs to be stopped to avoid any hardware damage on the long run. To circumvent the problem
with TCP, we implemented a heartbeat using UDP: both sides (the MSB and the device adapter)
send a UDP package every few seconds (default 5 seconds). If the MSB does not receive any
package within a predefined timeout, it automatically removes the device from the registered
devices list and does not forward any additional commands to that device. Based on the MSB
implementation or current process definition, the MSB may then also stop the currently running
process. If a device does not receive any feedback from the MSB, it can also stop its current skill
execution and change into a failsafe state.
It is important to note that the heartbeat implementation presented in the previous paragraph
does not replace any safety circuits and does not deal with reaction time requirements as
defined in ISO 13849-1, this is out of scope of that implementation. For safety-critical systems
such safety circuits it is still need to be added and validated below the device adapter level. The
UDP Heartbeat implementation is only a concept which allows an easy detection at a higher
level and can be used to notify the MSB or a human worker to fix the problem or reroute new
orders to other machines.
Compared to TCP, UDP packages have a lower overhead and require less resources. Anyways
the implemented heartbeat concept leads to additional traffic on the network. Therefore it is
important to adapt the timeout and number of messages to the use-case and to identify the
reaction time to a failing or missing device and in the worst case production be stopped.
4.3.

Realizing Skill Executor in CODESYS

4.3.1. CODESYS Overview

CODESYS is a development environment for programming controller applications according to
the international industrial standard IEC 61131-38. CODESYS is developed and marketed by the
German software company 3S-Smart Software Solutions.
CODESYS allows to program control applications in all five languages defined in IEC 61131-3:




8

IL (instruction list) is an assembler like programming language (Is now deprecated but
available for backward compatibility)
ST (structured text) is similar to programming in Pascal or C
LD (ladder diagram) enables the programmer to virtually combine relay contacts and
coils

https://www.codesys.com/products/codesys-engineering/development-system.html
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FBD (function block diagram) enables the user to rapidly program both Boolean and
analogue expressions
SFC (sequential function chart) is convenient for programming sequential processes and
flows

Integrated compilers transform the application code created by CODESYS into native machine
code (binary code) which is then downloaded onto the controller. Once CODESYS is online, it
offers an extensive debugging functionality such as variable monitoring/writing/forcing by
setting breakpoints/performing single steps or recording variable values online on the controller
in a ring buffer (Sampling Trace).
After implementing the CODESYS Control Runtime System, intelligent devices can be
programmed with CODESYS. A charged-for toolkit provides this runtime system as a source and
object code. It can be ported to different platforms.
OPC UA support in CODESYS
CODESYS has an integrated OPC UA support that allows creation of an OPC UA Server running
on the CODESYS Runtime. It is an add-on component to the CODESYS Control Runtime System
and is available for device manufacturers as an option to the CODESYS Control Runtime Toolkit.
It can be implemented in all device platforms supported by CODESYS which have sufficient
performance as well as a TCP/IP stack and a real-time clock. A CODESYS OPC UA server is capable
of receiving data from the symbol configuration in the CODESYS Development System and
communicating with suitable OPC UA clients.
The CODESYS OPC UA Server, however, follows the OPC UA specification by using the profile
„Micro Embedded Device Server”9 based on the communication stack of the OPC Foundation to
implement communication10. Micro Embedded Device profile doesn’t implement Discovery
Services, which are used by openMOS to support the plug-and-play functionalities, as well as it
doesn’t implement Method Calls, which are used in openMOS to trigger the underlying device
skills. These two points make it impossible to use the CODESYS OPC UA Server in an openMOS
scope.
4.3.2. Porting the open62541 library to CODESYS

CODESYS allows integration of a C source code in IEC 61131 projects using the C-Integration
module11. We investigated an option of porting the open62541 stack in a CODESYS project. That
overcomes the limitations of pure CODESYS OPC UA Server and allows use of CODESYS
controllers with openMOS-functionalities enabled.
Using the C-integration feature provided by CODESYS, users can inject C-code and have it
compiled and linked as function blocks. In this way, the open source open62541 stack can be
9

https://opcfoundation-onlineapplications.org/profilereporting/index.htm?ModifyProfile.aspx?
ProfileID=723f03df-a9dd-40eb-8080-ad4a2a3ce818
10
https://www.codesys.com/products/codesys-runtime/opc-ua-server.html
11
https://www.codesys.com/products/codesys-engineering/c-integration.html
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integrated into CODESYS and therefore provide its OPC UA functionality to the CODESYS softPLC. Note that the offered solution currently was tested and works only on CODESYS soft-PLCs.
CODESYS claimed that “it is the responsibility of PLC vendors to provide C-integration
functionality for their hardware”.
Currently there is no decision if the CODESYS runtime will be ported on the FPGA, developed by
Elrest in Task 2.2. However, here we describe how the CODESYS-based solution could work in
openMOS context, using CODESYS soft-PLC for testing.
For the following tests described we used CODESYS V3.5 SP11, including the C-Integration
module license from CODESYS, which can be ordered as an add-on to the CODESYS Control
Runtime Toolkit, Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Express Edition and open62541 stack.
To be integrated as a C-Module, the open62541 stack has to be compiled in Microsoft Visual
Studio 201012. To do that we configure the open62541 stack13 in CMake with
BUILD_SHARED_LIBS, UA_COMPILE_AS_CXX and UA_ENABLE_AMALGAMATION flags enabled.
Then after running the build process in Visual Studio the open62541.dll shared library and
open62541.lib are compiled. These can be later used in CODESYS project.
In CODESYS standard project we did the following:



Create a new standard project set to use the software Codesys control Win V3 PLC.
Add a C-Code Module as shown in Figure 6

12

https://my.visualstudio.com/Downloads?q=visual%20studio%202010&wt.mc_id=o~msft~vscom
~older-downloads
13
https://github.com/open62541/open62541/commit/5975e602b6f44069a4107c80b3fd89a2ba030f2b
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Figure 6 – CODESYS project with a C-Code Module added



The corresponding Visual Studio, used for compiling the C-Code and Windows SDK
should be specified as shown in Figure 7

Figure 7 – C-Code module properties





As a source code we used a tutorial server method example provided by open62541.
Note that the open62541 server runs in parallel to the own CODESYS OPC UA Server. To
allow that, we changed the port to set the open 62541 stack to run at port 16660.
Add the include path as well as library path to the *lib file to the C-Code Module
properties as shown in Figure 8
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Figure 8 – C-Code module settings to set header files location and link the open62541 library





The open62541 *.dll file compiled in Visual Studio should be copied into the CODESYS
GatewayPLC folder. By default installation in CODeSYS 3.5 SP 11 this folder is located in
C:\Program Files (x86)\3S CODESYS\GatewayPLC
Afterwards we generate the IEC interface out of C-Code by right-clicking on the header
file and choosing C-Integration/Create IEC Interface option as it is shown in Figure 9.
After that, the call to the C function can be done out of the IEC 61131 code.
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Figure 9 – Create IEC interfaces from C header file



To start the open62541 server from the PLC program, it is enough to make a function
call (to the function main(); in this example). It will then start the open62541 OPC UA
Server. The running example is shown in Figure 10, where CODESYS Control WIN 3
output window shows that CODESYS has successfully started its own OPC UA Server
running on port 4840 and then open62541 Server was started at port 16660 as we
specified it in the code.
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Figure 10 – CODESYS application running CODESYS OPC UA Server in parallel with open62541

When done, the open62541 OPC UA server is running on a CODESYS-platform allowing use of all
the functionality, needed for openMOS-compatible devices, including discovery and method
calls. The running OPC UA Server and a reference Client connected to it is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – UAExpert OPC UA Client connected to the open62541 OPC UA Server running on the
CODESYS Control Win Soft-PLC

Note that for realizing this on the FPGA boards, developed within the project, the CODESYS
Runtime should be ported on the board, as well as to provide C-integration functionality for the
hardware. Both points are outside of the Task scope.
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4.4.

Realizing Skill Executor in 4diac

If the underlying operating system is based on eCos, fortiss has successfully investigated
technological approaches to make it possible to integrate the OPC UA protocol, via a linking to
open62541. 4diac is an open source PLC environment allowing implementation of industrial
control solutions in a vendor neutral way. 4diac implements IEC 61499 extending IEC 61131-3
with better support for controller to controller communication and dynamic reconfiguration.
4diac uses FORTE as its runtime environment. It has been shown by fortiss that FORTE can be
compiled for and run on eCos. Additionally, FORTE was adapted to link against open62541 and
therefore providing an easy way to use OPC UA in 4diac.
Provided the Altera MAX10 hardware implementation in VHDL by Softing and the eCos real time
operative system running on it, an adaptation of the open62541 code and the runtime
environment FORTE to the eCos RTOS was done to allow skill-based application to run in
the HyperMAX development board. In order to have an example, the embedded LEDs in
the HyperMAX board were used which required another extension in FORTE to access these
LEDs.
The different parts of the work done can be seen in Figure 13Figure 12 and what was already
given.

Figure 12 – Porting open62541 stack and 4diac RTE on the Altera MAX 10 FPGA

4.4.1. Porting the open62541 library to eCos
The open62541 did not have an easy and simple way of porting it to new platforms. Since it is
written in C code, many platform-dependant parts of the code were mixed with platformindependent code. In order to avoid this issue, a branch in the git repository was created to
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implement a simple interface of the platform-dependant code. This allowed the different
implemented platforms code to be separated into different folders. The remaining interface in
the main part of the open62541 code was much more simple to port.
This change allowed porting the open62541 library to the eCos RTOS in a much simpler way. It
required defining a set of functions in a separated folder that connected the open62541
platform interface to the functions implemented by the eCos RTOS, allowing porting without
changing anything in the open62541 main code.
Because eCos is a highly configurable RTOS, the configuration provided by Softing had some
issues with the compilation of the open62541 library. This required some changes in
the eCos headers files to overcome the compilation issues and took some effort reach to this
point since the eCos RTOS was provided as whole with little insight of it.
To test the porting of the open62541 library to the HyperMAX board, an example provided
by Softing was adapted to start an OPC UA server instead of the webserver. In a simple example,
an OPC UA server was configured, and the test was proven successful by reaching it and
reading and writing dummy variables.
The adaptation of the platform-dependant code in the oppen62541 library and
the new implementation of the eCos platform is public in the open62541 repository in a parallel
branch, which will be merged to the master branch soon and be part of the next release (see
https://github.com/open62541/open62541/pull/1595).
4.4.2. Compiling the FORTE runtime environment to NIOS II CPU

The runtime environment FORTE was already ported to the eCos RTOS some years ago but the
compilation was configured not to the NIOS II CPU but to another one. To compile FORTE to the
NIOS II CPU required adding a new configuration file with the specifications of it, and
the eCos adaptation required just some small changes, which helped clean and improve it.
To test FORTE running in the NIOS II CPU, a similar test to the OPC UA one was realized by
starting FORTE instead of the webserver in the example application provided by Softing. In this
small example, a simple blinking application was developed in 4diac and deployed to the
running FORTE in the HyperMAX board. The value of the blinking variable was monitored from
4diac since no actual output was connected to it.
The changes for compiling FORTE to the NIOS II CPU using eCos are already public in the FORTE
repository14 in the develop branch.
4.4.3. Accessing the embedded LEDs in the HyperMAX board from FORTE

14

http://git.eclipse.org/c/4diac/org.eclipse.4diac.forte.git
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In order to have a visual example and to trigger outputs from FORTE, the embedded LEDs on the
development board were used. Accessing these outputs should be the same as accessing the
outputs of the Effectuator II – an embedded plug & produce device developed by elrest [4].
This was implemented as a new process interface in FORTE, which can be easily enabled when
compiling. The feature was tested in a similar manner to before, but connecting the blinking
variable to a LED on the board.
The code for accessing the LEDs on the board are not yet public but stored in a local repository
at fortiss.
4.4.4. Bringing it all together

With all the adaptations finished, the next step was to bring all of them into a simple test, which
could show all the capabilities. Since the skill concept was already implemented in 4diac and
tested in other platforms, this test worked smoothly because of the high-level abstraction of it.
The application architecture is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 – An Example Application Architecture

Using 4diac, an application was developed which offered Start and Stop skills for each LED on
the board, which turned the LED on and off respectively. The skills were mapped to OPC UA
methods using the already implemented interface between FORTE and open62541. The
application was deployed in the HyperMAX board, which now acted as an OPC UA server. The
application can be seen in Figure 14 where the Start and Stop skills are encapsulated inside the
SServer function block.
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Figure 14 – 4diac application running on the HyperMAX board

The test was done in two steps. The first one was to use a graphic OPC UA client to trigger the
methods individually and see the LEDs turning on and off. This can be seen in Figure 15 where
the skills for each LED are accessed using a graphical OPC UA client.
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Figure 15 - Accessing the skills individually

The second step was to use an orchestrator developed in 4diac which offered a Start and a Stop
skill, which started turning the LEDs on and off sequentially and stopped the sequence
respectively, seen in Figure 16. These high-level skills were also mapped to OPC UA methods.
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Figure 16 - Orchestrator application in 4diac

To start and stop the sequence, the orchestrator used the skills offered by the HyperMAX board
and triggered them using the OPC UA methods. The high-level skills were accessed using the
OPC UA client graphic interface as seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 - Accessing high-level skills
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5.

Summary

In this report, we summarized our current progress in terms of realizing the skill executor. We
have studied the potential technology stacks in realizing the system. With OPC UA used as the
underlying data modeling and communication mechanism, we have made prototypes to
simulate the handshaking between MSB and components having different logical layering
(machine -> device).
For embedded devices, the path via the eCos option is proven to be successful for the
HyperMAX10 development board as well as on other eCos devices. Alternatively, the path via
CODESYS + OPC UA seemed to have uncontrollable factors, as the openMOS consortium does
not have full access to the CODESYS runtime software.
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